
SPINDRIFT TILES FROM ISLAND STONE® DELIVER 
THE DESIGN OF PEBBLE TILES IN A GLASS MOSAIC

Dancing in the light and smooth underfoot, the collection elegantly interprets natural forms
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(Watsonville, CA, November 30, 2017) New from 
Island Stone®, Spindrift captures the feeling of 
walking barefoot across natural terrain—without 
the rugged experience. Spindrift interlocking tiles 
combine the comfort and class of a flat, matte 
mosaic with the eye-catching shapes and organic 

style of stone pebbles. The result is a sleek and 
striking interpretation of nature’s raw appeal.

“Homeowners love the natural appeal of pebble 
tiles, and Spindrift offers that desirable look while 
also bringing in a cheerful brightness unique to 

Left: Spindrift glass mosaics by Island Stone – organic 
appearance and smooth feel underfoot of beach 
pebbles; Right: Spindrift in bathroom wall application
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glass,” says Sander Nauenberg, director of sales 
& marketing for Island Stone. “The first of its kind, 
Spindrift brings the beauty of the great outdoors 
into the home.”

Installed, the mosaic of pebbles forms a seamless 
sea of smooth, brightly colored stones. Spindrift tiles 
measure 11¾” square and come in six colors: Pure 
Silk, Tule, Smoke, Stratos, Spring, and Azure. An 
opaque white backing provides optimum reflection, 
causing light to dance across the stones, for an eye-
catching effect.

The distinctive tile series can be used for floors 
and walls. As practical as they are beautiful, the 
Spindrift tiles are durable and acceptable for use in 
exteriors, residential floors, and pools.

ABOUT ISLAND STONE
Island Stone took root in Indonesia, where 
company founders were inspired by the nation’s 
handicraft industry and natural stones to create 
the flagship Perfect Pebble Tile. The company’s 
original mosaics diversified into various other 
natural mosaics utilizing exotic stones. Today the 
company’s design continues to evolve, sourcing 
from distinct locales around the globe and 
featuring a range of natural stone mosaics,  
glass tiles and mosaics, as well as quarried stone 
tiles, mosaics, and wall claddings. Through its 
Island Timber division, the company crafts wall 
cladding from salvaged woods from historic 
buildings in Indonesia. For more information, visit 
www.islandstone.com or call 1-800-371-0001.
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Spindrift in pool application
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